
Aries 
(3.21-4.20)

adventurous &
enthusiastic  
Dark side

hot tempered,
impulsive and  

daredevil

Taurus 
(4.21-5.21)

patient,  
warmhearted &  

loving
Dark side
jealous &
greedy

Gemini 
(5.22-6.21)

communicative
, witty & lively

Dark side 
nervous/tense,  
cunning
& inquisitive

Cancer 
(6.22-7.22)
emotional,  

loving
& protective  
Dark side 
moody,  

clingy and
unable to let go

Leo 
(7.23-8.22)
generous,

broad-minded &  
faithful

Dark side 
bossy &  
dogmatic

Virgo 
(8.23-9.23)

modest / shy,
practical &  
intelligent  
Dark side 
worrier &  

perfectionist

Libra 
(9.24-10-23)
diplomatic,  
romantic &  
sociable  
Dark side

indecisive &  
gullible

Scorpio 
(10.24- 11-22)
determined &

passionate  
Dark side 
jealous &  
obsessive

Look at the Horoscopes

Don't be so moody!
LA-20

At the end of the lesson, the student will be able to:
* discuss how our birth or zodiac signs and experiences 

affect our  mood; share their experiences that greatly affect 
their mood.
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Sagittarius 
(11.23- 12.21)

optimistic,
honest & smart  

Dark side 
irresponsible &  

tactless

Capricorn 
(12.22- 1.20)

practical,
ambitious &  

patient  
Dark side

pessimistic &  
rigid

Aquarius 
(1.21-2.19)

friendly,
loyal & smart  

Dark side 
unemotional &  

intractable

Pisces 
(2.20-3.20)

imaginative,  
kind & unwordly  

Dark side 
escapist,  

secretive &  
weak-willed

Horoscope

Let's Talk

1. Do you think our personality is affected by our experiences?  
In what ways?

2. Did you ever meet someone you couldn’t stand? What  
bothered you about him/her?

3. Describe the characteristics of your best friends. How similar  
are they to you?

4. Describe your personality. Do you think others see you as you  
see yourself?

5. Do you think opposite personality attracts or repel?
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6. How has your personality changed since you were in high  
school?

7. If you could change one aspect of your personality, what would  
you change?

8. What personality traits do you think are most important for 
a friend to have? A spouse? A boss? A teacher?

9. Have you ever heard the expression “You can’t judge the book  
by its cover”? What does it mean?

10. Do you think some personality traits are more “famine” than  
others? Like what?


